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MAP TYPES AS AID IN USING MOS PoPs IN WESTERN U.S. 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the correlation between individual 
map types and the performance characteristics of Model Output Statistics (MOS) 
probabi I ity forecasts. The data sample used was June --August-1975 (summer 
season) and December- February 1976 (winter season). Brier Scores and improve
ment ratios were computed for map type and MOS probabi I ity forecasts for various 
western United States stations for four 12-hour periods, With two exceptions, 
it was found that map types do not distinguish when more (or less) weight 
should be given to MOS PoP forecasts. A by-product result of this study 
showed that map types did provide excel lent guidance material for forecasters 
to use in preparation of extended forecasts and/or outlooks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The map-type program, as developed by MacDonald and Rasch [1], has been in 
operation since early 1975. The three map types correlating highest with the 
P.E. 50-kPa analysis and associated 12-, 24-, 36-, 48- and 72-hour prognoses, 
are determined by NOAA computers and transmitted over teletype Circuit C 
(Figure I). During the past yeari the Scientific Services Division (SSD) of 
Western Region Headquarters has been I) correlating these map types with veri
fication of MOS probabi I ities; and 2) verifying and comparing map-type proba
bi I ities for summer and winter seasons for various western United States 
stations with corresponding MOS probabi I ities. While MOS and map-type PoPs 
were compared, this was done mostly for intellectual curiosity, as map-type 
PoPs were not intended as competition to MOS. For example, MacDonald and 
Rasch showed that for an independent sample of nearly 14,000 cases, the type 
probabi I ities improved over climatology by only 4,6%, while MOS improvement 
over climatology was around 20%. 

In addition to the main purpose of this study, namely, to establish MOS per
formance characteristics within individual map types, it was hoped that one 
spinoff result would show map-type PoPs to be useful as guidance material in 
preparation of extended forecasts and/or outlooks, Such expectations appeared 
reasonable in I ight of the MacDonald and Rasch study. Their project involved 
a sufficiently large-scale grid (182 points), which allowed large-scale charac
teristics of the flow pattern to govern map-type selection. This, coupled 
with the generally accepted idea that longer range computer prognoses (48-96 
hours) handle forecasts of the large-scale flow pattern rather wei I, was the 
basis for expecting map-type PoPs to be a good extension of PoP guidance 
beyond that covered by MOS. 



1-1. METHODOLOGY 

The data sample used for this study involved only 0000 GMT forecasts for the 
summer season (June I, 1975- August 31, 1975), and both 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT 
forecasts for the winter season (December I, 1975- February 29, 1976). Strat
ification of the data was based on individual map-types and deviation of map
type probabi I ity from climatology for each station. Climatology for the 
12-hour periods were obtained from WRTM #2 [2]. For each station, cl imatolog~ 
i ca I probab iIi ties of both 12-hour per.iods in each of ~he three months of 
the season involved were averaged. The results were then average9 together 
to get one climatological probabi I ity per seas~n. The climatological proba-
bi I ities were determined in thi,s manner (i.e., averaged over the complete 
season) in order to para! lei the map-type probabi I ities, which were also 
determined for the combined three-month period of the respective season. 

Map Type I constituted most of the cases in the summer sample, leaving only 
smal I samples of other individual types, Although a statistical test of 
significance was not performed on these smaller samples, it was felt from a 
subjective standpoint that alI types other than type I should be combined 
as one data sample. Data for 18 Western Region stations were used. These 
two sets of map-type data were then compared with the performance of MOS 
PoPs. Results were determined for four periods corresponding to the first 
four periods of the MOS forecasts (12, 24, 36 and 48 hours). 

The summer study was initiated as a test of the feasibility of the project 
by the former assistant chief of SSD, Woodrow Dickey, and completed after 
his retirement. Test results confirmed the feasibi I ity of the study. Con
sequently, study of the winter season was enlarged by increasing the number 
of Western.Region stations from 18 to 42. Also, the averaging process for 
map Type I was performed [I]. This process involves averaging map Type I 
probabi l.ities with the probabi I ities of the next highest correlated map-type, 
and considering these averages as the most useful map-type probabi I ities. 

Ill. RESULTS 

A. Summer 

Any conclusions from study of the summer data must be tentative, as the 
avai !able data sample was smal I. Aside from an abnormal amount of missing 
data, only 0000 GMT forecasts for 18 verification stations were used. The 
total data sample involved less than 800 cases pe~ period, and therefore 
precluded any worthwhile stratification of data by individual map-types. 
This prevented our being able to relate .MOS-PoP weighting to .individual 
types. However, some usefui information did come out of studying the summer 
data. 

First, the summer data (Figure 2) was stratified by the deviation of type 
PoPs from climatological probabi I ities. When the type PoP exceeded the 
climatological probabi I ity so that the difference (Type PoP -climatological 
PoP) was less than minus 10 percent (i.e., -1 I, -12, etc.), the data was 
accumulated by periods and summarized in the row labeled 'LT -10 PCT'. 
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For differences within minus to plus 10 percent, the row labeled 'WI -TO +10 
PCT' was used. Finally, if the difference was positive and greater than plus 
10 percent (i.e., plus I I and greater), the data was tabulated for use in the 
row labeled 'GT +10 PCT'. Results yielded by combining alI the data by periods 
are given in the 'TOTAL' row. For each appropriate period of the above cate
gories, the Brier Scores for the type PoPs ('TYPE') and MOS PoPs ('MOS'), the 
improvement of the types over MOS ('JM/MOS'), and the number of cases C'N') were 
computed. 

Figure 2 shows the summer results. When the type PoPs were compared with the 
MOS PoPs, the 'TYPES' verified surprisingly wei I, From the 'TOTAL' row, we 
see that the combined improvement of the 'TYPES' over MOS by periods osci 1-
lates generally within plus or minus 5 percent, with MOS doing best in the 
first period. When the various deviations from climatological categories 
were examined, it was found that the bulk of the summer cases were when type 
probabi I ities were within plus or minus 10 percent of climatological proba
bi I ities. Since the combined MOS Brier Scores differed very I ittle from the 
type Brier Scores, and also since most of the types used involved near-cl ima
tological probabi I ities, it would appear that MOS handles the overal I summer 
climatological regime quite wei I. The very smaTT number o~ases involved in 
the climatological deviation categories of 'LT -10 PCT' and 'GT +10 PCT', 
makes any conclusion from these results tentative. 

Due to the smal I data sample within each type, Type I was considered alone, 
and the remaining types were combined. Type I is basically a 'near-climatology' 
type. Yet, Type I improvements over MOS show a steady increase with time, and 
are positive for the last three periods (i.e,, 12-48 hours). This is signif
icant, as it shows that when Type I is indicated, the quality of MOS PoPs 
decreases more sharply with time than does map-type PoPs. Certainly, this 
result indicates that forecasters should include consideration of map-type 
probabi I ities when preparing PoPs or outlooks for beyond 24 hours. 

B. Winter 

The winter season data sample was considered large enough to permit more solid 
conclusions, and also to show the performance of MOS PoPs by Individual map
types. The results are shown in Figure 3. The label ling conventions and 
stratification used are the same as for the summer season. 

The 'TOTAL' results of the combined data improvements of the map-types PoPs 
over MOS PoPs by periods never reached positive values, although the trend was 
towards less negative values with time, This, perhaps, is an indication that 
the MOS ski I I decreases with time more rapidly than type PoPs for the winter 
season, and that considerable weight can be placed on map-type PoPs when pre
paring extended period forecasts. 

Despite large differences in the number of cases, the improvement over MOS 
for the last three periods in the 'LT -10 PCT' and 'GT +10 PCT 1 deviation from 
climatological categories are simi Jar and very poor. MOS apparently handles 
these categories quite wei I, The improvements of the types over MOS tor the 
same periods are better for the 'WI -10 to +10 PCT' category and also show a 
steady trend towards lesser negative values with time. Again, the indication 
here is that the type PoPs for this latter near-climatological category provide 
fairly rei iable guidance for the forecaster for the extended periods. 
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The trend mentioned above for the 'WI -10 to +10 PCT' category, as would be 
expected, is also present when Type I is considered separately. Type I, 
with by far the largest number of cases, is also a near-climatological pattern. 
As with the Type I summer pattern, MOS data show a steady loss of ski I I 
with time. However, the improvements of the type PoPs over MOS for the 
winter never reach positive values within the four periods; yet, the trend 
is definite enough to continue to support the hypothesis that type PoPs 
can be used successfully as extended guidance for winter map Type I. 

Individual examination of winter map types showed that Types 2 and 6 (both 
very dry) were associated with the lowest (i ,e., best) MOS Brier Scores 
for just about every period. This suggests that MOS PoPs should be given 
considerable weight when 50-kPa Types 2 and 6 are forecast. However, the 
dry regimes associated with these two map-types contribute significantly 
to .low Brier Scores (Glahn and Jorgensen [3]). An opposite effect exists 
with map Types 7 and 10. These are rather wet patterns, and as a result, 
the MOS Brier Scores, where applicable, were the largest (i.e., poorest) of 
this sample in every period, despite the smal I number of cases. As a 
re.>u!~ of the above discussion, it would be inaccurate to use the magnitude 
of t~e MOS Brier Score as ci measure of how wei I MOS does within a particular 
type. A much better indicator would be the improvement of the individual 
map-type PoPs over MOS PoPs.' 

A closer analysis of the individual map-types showed Types 4 and 7 as 
being associated with the best performance of MOS. Map Type 4 is a moder
ately wet pattern for the western United States. Yet, the MOS Brier Scores 
in alI four periods were almost as low as those yielded by the dry patterns! 
These low MOS Brier Scores, as well as the considerable improvements of MOS 
over the type PoPs are considered significant. This indicates that fore
casters should weight MOS very heavily when Type 4 is indicated, and if 
deviations from MOS ~ made, they shou I d ~ sma I I. 

The results from Type 7 (wet regime) unfortunately are tainted by a relatively 
smal I data sample. Nevertheless, the improvement column for the last three 
periods on Figure 3 is considered sufficiently significant to mention. It 
appears that MOS PoPs in the last three periods are equal or worse than the 
type PoPs. Since the type PoPs are conditional cl imatologies, a possible 
conclusion of this unexpected result is that under the regime of Type 7, 
MOS doesn't give any significant refinement of the type probabi I ities beyond 
the first period. 

The remaining types (i.e., I, 2, 3, 6, 10) do not reveal any conclusive 
performance characteristics of MOS, nor do they display any unique trends 
that would indicate relating MOS performance to these types as being useful 
guidance for short or extend~d forecasting. 

The results obtained when map-Type I is averaged with the second highest 
correlated map-type are given in Figure 4. As would be expected, this 
modification subtracted cases from the 'WI -TO +10 PCT' category and re
distributed them in the other two remaining categories, Significant alter
ations in the improvements over MOS resulted in nearly every period of 
every category. The beneficial changes, however, were in the 'WI -TO +10 PCT' 
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and 'GT +10 PCT' categories. Both these categories now show a rather encour
aging trend towards less negative and more positive values with time (Figure 5). 
The winter improvements over MOS for alI three averaged categories combined 
by periods (Figure 6), do not reflect this improvement, as the deterioration 
of the 'LT -10 PCT' category results contributed unfavorably. Of interest also 
is the fact that the individual winter Type I improvements over MOS deterior
ated when averaging was performed (Figure 7), Apparently, this averaging 
produced a large number of additional cases where the new Type I probability 
was less than climatology by more than 10 percent. These results indicate 
that in most cases, when Type I is indicated, the averaging process gives 
inferior guidance. 

Stations where the averaging of map-Type I produces climatological deviations 
of less than minus 10 percent wi I I tend to be grouped together. In these 
areas, it would be advantageous to modify the probabi I ities back in the direc
tion of the pure map-Type I. Figure 8 gives an example. In this case, map-Type 
was indicated for the 48-hour forecast (Figure Sa); map-Type 9 was the second 
highest correlator (Figure 8b). The major difference between the two patterns 
is the much stronger ridging into the Pacific northwest for map-Type 9. As 
a result, the averaging process dramatically reduced the probabi I ities in this 
region from the values indicated for map-Type I. The averages are plotted in 
Figure 9. The shaded area depicts the region where the average type proba
bility minus the climatological probabi I ity was less than -10 percent, with 
the unshaded area being within 10 percent of climatology. The shaded area, 
therefore, wi I I I ikely experience a precipitation pattern more characteristic 
of Type I in 48 hours, rather than an average of Types I and 9. For the un
shaded areas, the averaged probabi I ities should be considered. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

I. MOS does exceptionally wei I in alI four periods when winter Type 4 
is indicated. 

2. MOS does relatively poorly in the second through fourth periods when 
winter Type 7 is indicated. 

3. MOS handles the typical summer patterns quite wei I. 
4. Use of 48-hour and 72-hour map-type forecasts as guidance for preparation 

of extAnded forecasts and outlooks is warranted. 
5. The map-Type I probabi I ity averagin~ procedure should not be used during 

winter when the type PoP for a given station (or area)-rs lower than 
climatology by more than 10%. 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. Continue this study unti I at least two years of each of the four seasons 
are tabulated. 

2. For purposes of simp I ifying the data collection procedures, verify for each 
upcoming season the same 18 stations that are used in the Western Region 
MOS vs. MAN program. 

3. Alert Western Region Forecast Offices to the fine MOS performance within 
winter map-Type 4. 

4. Append the 96-hour map-type forecast to the 0000 GMT message currently 
being transmitted twice daily on Circuit C. 
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FXUS3 KWBC 260000 
500MB MAP TYPE CORRELATlONS MAY 26 
IN ITL 1 2 HR 24 HR 36 HR 4 8 HR 72 HR 
04355 04879 04858 02842 04830 04827 
01795 02820 02827 e4832 02821 01804 
02729 01301 01762 01777 01811 02768 

FIGURE 1 

TYPE VS MOS SCIEr:TI?IC SEIWICES SUW,1ER 1975 

PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 
DEVIATION FROM CLINAT *TYPE MOS IN/HOS N *TYPE MOS IM/MOS N *TYPE: MOS IM/MOS 

LT -10 PCT .0021 .o44G +95·3 23 .0019 .0307 +93-8 14 .0309 .0472 +34·5 
IH - TO + 10 PCT .0767 .0737 _!, .1 681 .0769 .0802 ... 4.1 6TS .:)679 .0679 -00.0 

GT +10 PCT .2656 -2325 -14.2 32 -2307 .2225 -3·7 42 -2336 .2073 -12-7 

TOTAL .0826 .0797 -3.6 736 .0843 .0874 +3·5 734 .0787 .0781 -.8 

PERIOD 4--
N *TYPE MOS IM/MOS N 

36 .0021 .0256 +91-7 8 
658 .0616 .0636 t3 .4 437 

57 .2212 -2580 +14.2 24 

751 .0690 .0730 +5·5 469 
************************************************************************************************************************~ 

******************-l<•********************************-**********•***********•***********************************************-l<•** 

PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4 
TYPE *TYPE MOS TM/MOS N *TYPE MOS IM/MOS N *TYPE MOS IM/MOS H *TYPE MOS IM/MOS N 

'I:YPI. 1 .J749 .0726 -3.2 535 .0731 .076) tll.4 468 .0704 .0768 -~o8.3 375 .0696 .0835 tl6.6 248 
ALL OTHERS COMBINED .1030 .0987 -4.4 201 .1040 .1065 +2·3 266 .0870 -.0782 -11.3 376 .o68!~ .0638 -6.7 221 

TOTAL .0826 .079.( -3.6 736 .J843 .0814 +3·5 734 .0787 .0731 -.8 751 .0690 .0730 +5. 5 469 

FIGURE 2 
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lVPE VS MilS SCI~NTIFIC SERVICES \oi)tiHR 1975 

PEVIATICN FROM Cl!MAT 
l T -ll' PCT 

ld - TO + lC PCT 
GT -f]C PCT 

PERinO 1 
•TY~E MOS )Mf~QS N 
.074 .061 -20.5 1273 
.138 .107 -29.5 3732 
.217 .152 -43.5 443 

PF.RIOO 2 
•TY~E MrS IM/~05 N 
.G97 .079 -22.G 1441 
.138 .116 -19.t 3732 
.228 .184 -24.1 287 

PERIOD 3 
¢.1YPE MflS li></MOS N 
.102 .087 -17.6 13~0 
.142 .127 -11.8 3806 
.223 .188 -18.4 287 

DAlE 04/1 6/7& 

PER I flO '• 
•TYPE MrS IH/~05 N 
.103 .c~s -17.5 1343 
.]39 .128 -8.7 3676 
.2:n .201 -15 .!I 280 

TOTAL .129 .100 -29.9 5448 .132 .109 -20.fi 5460 .13b .120 -13.4 5473 .135 .122 -10.9 5299 

PAGE 20 

*¢e~~~**~~*~¢¢~~*~¢~~~~¢C~0****~~~¢¢¢~¢~¢¢**~~¢~~~***~*~~~0¢~~~¢#~~*C~~*~*~~~~~~~C~~~~~*C*C0~000¢*#**~~*~~~~~~***~¢~~¢~~*~0~~¢0~C 

****C~~~*0*~~¢¢¢*0*C#~***~¢e~~C~¢C0¢¢~*0~~*¢~~~~*4*~¢~~~C~~¢~~~~*~*~~~CC~~¢¢~0*CCC¢~~0~C~¢*¢C~OCO~~·C$*C*~·~COC#~*qC~C~~C*~#~¢~~~* 

PERIOD 1 PER 100 2 PERIOD 3 P£RIOD 4 
lYPE •TYPE MCS IM/MOS N *TYPE MOS 1!1/MOS N <>TYPE MOS 11'1/MOS N OTYPE MOS JM/MOS I'< 

1 .138 .110 -25.3 3166 .147 .125 -1a.o 3254 .151 .133 -13.3 3457 .140 .132 -6.6 3354 

2 .108 .012 -49.9 146 .• J56 .1 06 -46.7 2 ~8 .106 .102 -3.4 Ill .159 .110 -44.9 Ill 

3 .154 .113 -35.8 826 ·.139 .112 -23.6 6C9 .120 .107 -12.6 590 .136 .119 -16.4 495 

4 .1" 1 .089 -58.9 225 .118 .094 -26.5 243 .126 .104 -20.8 2.42 .150 .115 -30.1 2.79 

5 .ono .ooo .o 0 .ooo .ooo .o 0 .ooo .ooo .o 0 .000 .000 .o 0 

6 .053 .040 -33.3 82.9 .0(·6 .054 -21.2 ~'16 •• 08 8 .075 -18 .I 975 .094 .017 -21.2 957 

1 .] 87 .143 -30.5 186 .270 .267 -1.3 26 .256 .302 15.3 01 .251 .242 -3.6 103 

8 .ooo .ooo .o n .000 .ooo .o 0 .ooo .ooo .o 0 .ooo .000 .o 0 

9 .0{;0 .ooo .o 0 .ooo .ooo .o 0 .ooo .ooo .. o 0 .ooo .ooo .o 0 

10 .231 .160 -44.2 70 .219 .}69 -29.9 14 .215 .133 -61.3 37 .000 .ooo .o 0 

TUTAL -129 .100 -29.9 5448 ~132 .109 -20.6 5460 .136 .120 -13.4 5473 .135 -122 -10.9 5299 

FIGURE 3 
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TYPE VS MOS SCIENTIFIC SERVICES W II'HE. R 1975 

TOTAL 

DEVIATION FROM CLIMAT 
lT -10 PCT 

WI - TO + 10 PCT 
GT +10 PCT 

PERIOD 1 
*TYPE MOS IM/MJS ~ 
.119 .084 -40.9 1704 
.123 .098 -25.2 3125 
.205 .148 -37.9 619 

.131 .100 -31.5 5448 

PERIOD 2 
*TYPE MOS IM/MOS N 
.122 .099 -23.8 1816 
.127 .106 -19.7 3161 
.204 .174 -17.3 483 

.132 .109 -20.6 5460 

PERIOD 3 
*TYPE MOS IM/MD$ a 
.134 .IDI -32.2 1759 
.128 -121 -6.0 3212 
.204 .179 -13.9 502 

.137 -120 -14.2 5473 

DATE DS/14176 

PERIOD 4 
*TYPf KOS IK/MOS R 
.137 .106 -28.9 1741 
.126 .121 -5.5 3085 
.199 .178 -11.8 473 

.137 .122 -13.0 5299 

PAGE: 19 

*************************#~#¢4~*****~**~C****~***~***C****~*****C*CC*C****#~C**~*******~*¢~#~¢~*~C~*~~****C#******OOCC#**.**O##~· 

**********~************~******~*******~#***~*#*~*~*~~~~****~****~******~****~~*~**~¢~0*#**~4*#****~**0~0**~*~**C**~**~****~****OO 

PERIOD 1 PER JOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4 
TYPE *TYPE MOS IM/MOS N *TYPE MOS 1M/MOS N *TYPE MOS IM/KOS N *TYPE II OS HI/MOS · N 

.140 .110 -27.7 3166 .147 .125 -17.9 3254 .153 .133 -14.4 3457 .144 .132 -9.6 3354 

2 .108 .072 -49.9 146 .156 .) 06 -46.7 258 .106 .102 -3.4 Ill .159 .no -44.9 111 

3 .154 .113 -35.8 826 .139 .112 -23.6 609 .120 .107 -12 .• 6 59.0 .138 .119 -)6.4 495 

4 .141 .089 -58.9 22.5 .ll8 .094 -26.,15 2.43 • ] 2.6 .104 -20.8 242 .150 .115 -30.1 279 

5 .000 .ooo .o 0 .ooo .000 .o 0 .ooo .000 .o 0 .DOO .ooo .o 0 

6 .05 3 .040 -33.3 829 .06& .054 -21 .2 996 .088 .075 -18 .I 975 .094 .077 -21.2 957 

7 .187 .143 -30.5 186 .210 .267 -1.3 26 .256 .302 15.3 61 .2.51 .242 -3.6 103 

8 .ooo .000 .o 0 .000 .000 .o 0 .ooo .000 .o 0 .000 .ooo .o 0 

9 .000 .ooo .o 0 .ooo .ooo .o 0 .000 .000 .o 0 .ooo .000 .o 0 

10 .231 .160 -44.2 70 .219 .169 -2.9.9 74 .21 5 .133 -61.3 37 .ooo .000 .o 0 

T DT AL .131 .100 -31.5 5448 .132 .109 -20.6 5460 .137 .120 -14.2 5473 .137 .122. -13.0 5299 

l=IGURE 4 
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